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The product: 4-wheeled bicycle with electric pedal assistance, Model: Vok Bikes Model Beta 2 is 
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Meet your 
.Vok Bike
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Nominal power: 250W | max speed 25 km/h


Cargo compartment: 380l  (H:995 x W:655 x D:590 mm) 

Vehicle mass: ~150kg | Payload: up to 100 kg


Driver: 1 person up to 100 kg




Let’s start 
.driving
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This symbol marks imminent risks to


your life or health. Please comply with all


instructions and take preventive measures


accordingly.

This symbol marks the location of 

important functions on your bike. 

This symbol marks useful information 

about how to handle your bike to avoid 

damage or incorrect use.
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Get acquinted in a safe and traffic-free area.
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Signal1

Turn signals

Lights3

Brakes4
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Gas5

Ignition6

Display7

Handbrake8
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Brakes.
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Handbrake on 

Handbrake off 

To put on the left handbrake, pull the brake lever 

and push down the handbrake pin, which limits 

the lever's movement.

To take the left handbrake off, pull the brake 

lever and pull the fixator plate towards you, 

releasing the handbrake pin.

To take the right handbrake off, pull the brake 

lever, which then releases the handbrake lever.

To put on the right handbrake, pull the brake 

lever and push the handbrake lever forwards, 

which limits the brake lever's movement.



Slide the seat forwards 

or backwards.

Release the lever to 

lock the seat in 

position.
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1 Pull the lever upwards.

7Adjust your seat.



Before every ride.

Make sure that the riding position is comfortable and adjust the side mirrors. On an everyday basis, 

you should be checking for changed behaviour and new noises. If there are changes, like sounds, 

something feels loose, low top speed, strange handling, poor brake performance, etc – 

.


immediately 

consult with Vok Support
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Visually assess that the vehicle 

appears in good condition.

Vehicle must be visually in working order.

No parts missing. 

Nothing seems out of order or misaligned.

Windshields are clean and you can see 

through them.

Check tire condition. No bumps or visual cuts.

There should be at least some thread left 

on the tires.

Check tire pressure depending 

on the tires fitted on the bike.


Visually check if all the tires are properly 

inflated.  Apply pressure with your hand to 

get a better understanding.

If needed, inflate the tires up to a 100% max 

allowed pressure written on the tire sidewall.

Make sure the lights are working 

correctly.

Front daylights

Front nightlights

Turn signals (both front and back)

Brake lights

Before joining traffic, test the brakes 

at low speed.

Try pushing the bike with the handbrake 

on. It should barely move if you push hard. 

Test the electrical brake that is activated 

when riding the bike forwards and then 

pedalling backwards!



Tap the card and ride.

To put the vehicle in the riding mode hold the 

ignition card in start/stop area (Vok logo) 

until you hear 2 beeps and the dashboard 

screen lights up.

To move forwards, start pedalling forward. 

To reverse, start pedalling backwards. 

The speed of the vehicle depends on how 

fast you pedal but is limited to 25 km/h.  

When fully charged your bike has a range up 

to 40 km.
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Use the thumb throttle (page 3         ) only to 

manouver at low speeds (up to 6 km/h).

In case of emergency turn off the ignition 


(as shown below) to shut down the vehicle.

Hold the ignition card in start/stop area until 

you hear 1 beep to shut down the vehicle.

If pedalling backwards while the vehicle is 

moving forwards, the vehicle will start to slow 

down.

Your bike has a maximum load of 180kg 

(accessories, rider and payload).
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Ignition Start / Stop area

Release the handbrake



State of Charge (SoC)


Battery charge percentage. 

If at  it’s time to swap or recharge the 

batteries.

0-5%

Odometer


Total distance travelled by the vehicle.

Speedometer


Your current speed.

Indicators


Displays which indicator lights are turned on.

Error light 

Battery fault may indicate that not all the 

battery modules are connected. Please check 

that all the batteries are in the battery 

compartment.
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If you have checked that all the battery 

modules are in the battery compartment and 

battery fault is still on. Please contact Vok 

Support!

Display.  



Intended use.

Do not modify or tune your bike. There is 

a risk of an accident if you do so. Note 

also that modifications will void the 

warranty and may render the bike no 

longer approved for use on public roads.

Do not perform any maintenance work 

on your bike unless you feel absolutely 

sure about it. If you have any doubts or 

questions, contact Vok Bikes directly.

You are free to modify the cargo 

compartment of your bike to better fit 

your needs/cargo type, as long as it will 

not change the total measurements of 

the cargo compartment. 

Do not hand over your rental bike to any 

third parties without your Employer/Bike 

Owner's written permission.

Always use Vok Bikes' genuine spare 

parts should you need any.
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Batteries. 

Onboard charging


1. Make sure the ignition is switched off, 

and all 4 batteries are inside the battery 

compartment.


2. Plug in the onboard charger to a 

standard 220 V outlet.


3. Wait for 6 h for fully charged batteries.

IMPORTANT 


1. All batteries that are placed into a vehicle must be at 

the same level of state of charge. 


2. Always change and charge all 4 batteries together.


3. If the battery lid is open, the vehicle will not start!

4x batteries under your seat


To power the vehicle, Vok needs all 4 batteries.
 

Notice: When changing the batteries take all the 

battery modules out before replacing them with new 

ones. 



CAUTION


There is a risk of explosion if the battery is replaced 

with anything else than a genuine Vok Bikes battery.
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Battery compartment - opening and closing.


Error cases.

Openin�

. Turn on the Vok with the RFID card.7

. Push the button under the seat (as 

shown on the picture).7

. Lid opens.

Closing 


If you have opened the battery compartment from the 

button, then:[

R Lift the lid up for 2 seconds (to disconnect the 

supply from battery.)[

R Push the lid down and wait for a few seconds until 

you hear a click.

The lid opens automatically, ifo

� At least one of the batteries is in an error 

state.7

� At least one of the batteries' State of Charge 

(SoC) is ≤1%.7

� The batteries' average SoC is ≤ 1%.
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IMPORTANT

The battery compartment does not close without 

batteries inside.



Batteries – Swapping the batteries.
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Swapping the batteries


To open the Battery compartment:\

UR Turn on the Vok with the RFID card.\

>R Push the button under the seat as shown on the first picture.\

4R Lid opens.\

2R Before putting in the new batteries, take all the empty batteries out9

)R Put the new batteries in one by one from left to right.\

%R Push the lid down and wait until it locks (click).





Batteries – external charging.

External charging


1. Plug the external charger into a standard 

220 V outlet.


2. Place the batteries into a charger one 

by one, and  use force when 

connecting the charger to the batteries. If 

positioned correctly, the plug snaps into 

the battery magnetically. 


3. Wait 3h for fully charged batteries. 

DO NOT

CAUTION


There is a risk of explosion if the battery is 

replaced with anything else than a genuine 

Vok Bikes battery.


NB! Ensure the red LED light turns on when the battery is placed into the charger - if not, the 

battery will not charge. 


Make sure that you have placed the battery correctly into the charger and clean the battery 

connector. If the red LED still doesn’t appear then .contact Vok Support
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Green LED


Battery module is fully charged

Red LED


Battery module is connected and charging



Cold Start.
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 If you haven’t operated Vok for some time, 

or it doesn’t turn on with charged batteries 

inserted, the bike will need a “Cold start”:



 1. Plug the Vok without any batteries into the 

220 V socket using the onboard charger 

cord.



 2. Turn on the Vok using the RFID card. The 

LCD screen should show “Fault”.



 3. Open the lid and insert fully charged 

batteries one by one from left to right, 

hearing a “click” sound after every insert.



 4. Close the lid - the LCD screen should 

show “OK” after a few moments.



Battery care.

Charge the battery with the supplied Vok 

charger only: either the On-board Charger 

or External Charger, whichever option is 

available for you. 


We recommend charging the battery during 

the night and in dry rooms fitted with smoke 

detectors, but not in your bedroom.

We recommend charging the battery to its 

full capacity. It takes 6 hours with On-board 

charger and 3 hours with external charger 

for batteries to be fully charged. 

Do not expose the battery or charger to the 

blazing sun during charging.

Keep the battery and charger away from 

moisture and water during charging.

Make sure that the battery is in sound 

condition (no corrosion, cracking or other 

damage) before using or charging. Do not 

open, disassemble or crush the battery.

Do not use a battery or charger that is 

defective.

Keep the battery away from fire and heat.

Avoid leaving your battery fully 

discharged for prolonged periods. This 

will negatively and permanently affect 

the battery’s capacity.

Remove the batteries from the bike if you 

do not use it for a long period of time.

Keep the battery and charger out of 

reach of children.
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Important 
.

to 
keep in mind

Make sure that you’re always up to date and comply with local driving 
regulations by reading the daily press and government publications. 



Whenever and wherever possible use bicycle lanes.



Be aware that stopping distances for your bike may be longer than they are 
for conventional bikes you may have had experience with. Under wet 
conditions, stopping distances may increase further as the braking effect is 
reduced. Extra caution is required.



Although Vok has a stable frame, we still recommend wearing a helmet for 
your protection. PS. A helmet is required by law if you’re under 16 years old.

Ride safely and always be considerate of pedestrians.
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Share your experience on social #vokbikes


Follow the community @vokbikes



vokbikes.com


